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D. Horns Dieter.Horns@mpi-hd.mpg.de Received ; accepted The HEGRA system of imaging air
Cherenkov telescopes has been used to observe the BL Lac object H1426+428 (z = 0:129) for 217.5 hours in
2002. In this data set alone, the source is detected at a condence level of 5:3 , conrming this object as a
TeV source. The overall flux level during the observations in 2002 is found to be a factor of  2:5 lower than
during the previous observations by HEGRA in 1999&2000. A new spectral analysis has been carried out,
improving the signal-to-noise ratio at the expense of a slightly increased systematic uncertainty and reducing
the relative energy resolution to E=E  12 % over a wide range of energies. The new method has also
been applied to the previously published data set taken in 1999 and 2000, conrming the earlier claim of a
flattening of the energy spectrum between 1 and 5 TeV. The data set taken in 2002 shows again a signal at
energies above 1 TeV. We combine the energy spectra as determined by the CAT and VERITAS groups with
our reanalyzed result of the 1999&2000 data set and apply a correction to account for eects of absorption
of high energy photons on extragalactic background light in the optical to mid infrared band. The shape
of the inferred source spectrum is mostly sensitive to the characteristics of the extragalactic background
light between wavelengths of 1 and 15 m. BL Lacertae objects: individual H1426+428 { Gamma-rays:
observations { diuse radiation { intergalactic medium
Introduction
The extragalactic objects H1426+428 1989ApJ...345..140R and Mkn 501 are the only established mem-
bers of the class of extreme synchrotron BL Lac objects 2001AA...371..512C detected at TeV energies.
Generally, these objects are characterized by a flat X-ray spectrum with fν / −α with  < 1 extending into
the hard X-ray energy band. In the framework of synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) models, these objects are
of particular interest for observations at TeV energies, because the inverse Compton peak of the broad band
spectral energy distribution (SED) is expected to be located at these high energies. The measurement of the
position of the inverse Compton peak is hampered by the eect of pair-production of high energy photons
with low energy (optical and infrared) photons of the extragalactic background light nikishov,gs1967,sds.
For the given red-shift z = 0:129 of H1426+428 the optical depth exceeds unity even for energies of a few
100 GeV. Any detection of a signal at TeV energies translates directly into a high luminosity of the source.
The detection and spectral measurements of H1426+428 by the CAT, and VERITAS groups 2002AA...391L..25D,2002ApJ
indicate a steep spectrum between 250 GeV and 1 TeV (well described by a power law dN=dE / E−n with a
photon index of n = 3:660:41 for the CAT and n = 3:540:27 for the VERITAS measurements) whereas at
higher energies, a detection has been claimed only by the HEGRA group based upon observations carried out
in 1999 and 2000 with n = 2:60:6 [][in the following Paper I]2002AA...384L..23A2002AA...384L..23APaper I.
The spectrum shows a flattening at energies above 1 TeV that is consistent with the expected signature of
absorption as discussed in Paper I. A deep follow-up observation (217.5 hrs) has been carried out in 2002
to investigate the energy spectrum with improved statistics. Results of a reanalysis of the original data set
and the results from the recent observations of 2002 are reported. A possible excess from H1426+428 with
a signicance of 4.1  has been seen with the AIROBICC-Scintillator arrays of HEGRA in the data from
1994/95 corresponding to an integral flux of (5:7 1:3)  10−13cm−2s−1 above Ethresh = 21 TeV prahl. The
interpretation and the relation of this excess to data presented here is not clear at present.
Analysis technique
The spectral analysis applied to data from the Crab-Nebula 2000ApJ...539..317A, Mkn 421 2002AA...393...89A,
and Mkn 501 1999AA...349...11A benets from a signal-to-noise ratio (S=N) which is usually S=N  1.
Therefore, relaxed cuts (compared to signal search optimized cuts) on the mean scaled width (mscw) parame-
ter and the angular separation from the source () assures good photon statistics with little systematic eects.
However, for weaker sources, the signal-to-noise ratio S=N needs to be improved. The relaxed spectral cuts re-
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sult in a poor S=N = 0:1 for H1426+428. A tighter cut on mscw andasmallerangularsearchbinincreasestheS/Nto0.3reducing
The algorithm for reconstructing the energy of the primary photon has been improved following the
methods suggested in 2000APh....12..207H. The relative energy resolution for individual events has been
improved to E=E  12 % for a wide range of energies. For energies above 1 TeV, the relative energy
resolution is as low as 9 %, slightly increasing for lower energies. For the threshold region above 500 GeV,
the bias of the energy reconstruction method has been reduced substantially with respect to the conventional
methods. The main contribution for this improvement stems from a correction for the position of the shower
maximum. Low energy air showers triggering the telescopes tend to penetrate deeper into the atmosphere
and therefore are reconstructed at higher energies. This strong bias is overcome and allows for a more reliable
energy reconstruction at threshold energies. The reconstruction of the core position has been improved by
assuming a point-like source position 1999APh....12..135H. The improved energy resolution reduces spill-over
eects distorting the reconstructed energy spectrum in the presence of sharp cut-o features in the initial
spectrum.
The scaling of individual image widths to the expectation for simulated showers has been modied in
order to benet from the improved core reconstruction. This results in a slightly narrower distribution of
the mscw-parameter with respect to the conventional core reconstruction method. We have cross-checked
the background subtracted distribution of mscw for strong sources with Monte Carlo predictions and see a
very good agreement of the distribution between data and simulation.
table Listed are data, image- and event-selection criteria. ntel and nimage indicating the number of
active telescopes participating in the data taking and the number of images used for the event reconstruction
respectively. Rmeas. and RCR are the average measured and expected trigger rate of the telescopes. rcore is
the distance of the shower impact point to the position of the central telescope. The altitude angle above
horizon is indicated as alt, whereas 2 is the squared angular distance of the shower direction to the source
direction. The γ-hadron separating quantity mscw is further explained in the text. The image parameters
distance and size describe the position of the shower image centroid with respect to the center of the camera
and the total amount of light (in photo electrons, p.e.) measured in the image.
table:cuts tabularlll Data selection Event selection Image selection
The complete analysis chain has been tested with data taken on the Crab-Nebula. The results on
flux and spectral shape as published in 2000ApJ...539..317A are reproduced. The systematic error on the
reconstructed photon index is estimated to increase from 0:05 in the case of relaxed cuts analysis to 0:08 for
the analysis presented here. However, given the dominating statistical error on low-flux sources, this can be
tolerated.
table Listed are for the two data sets: the individual table:summary event statistics (Non, Noff ,
and Ns = Non − Ωon=Ωoff  Noff ), the rate of excess events per hour ( _Ns), and the signicance S cal-
culated using Eq. 17 of 1983ApJ...272..317L. The quantity Ωon=Ωoff is the normalization for the back-
ground estimate derived by taking the ratio of the solid angle subtended by the two separate regions.
tabularlcc reanalyzed
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